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Abstract

filtering, cannot be assumed to be same as in ideal conditions.
In these realistic scenarios, the performance of GIF methods
deteriorates severely. Even for the most powerful state-of-theart methods such as CP, CCD, and quasi closed phase analysis
(QCP) [6], degradation in the accuracy can be observed. These
methods require additional parameter estimations (e.g. extraction of glottal closure instants (GCIs)) which may suffer from
noise [7] and other distortions [8]. Hence, there exists a need
for robust GIF methods which can accurately estimate glottal
flow waveforms in more realistic conditions, for example, when
the input signal is coded telephone speech. This is necessary as
telecommunication networks have been extensively deployed in
the recent years, and there is growing need for the speech processing tasks to be performed remotely after the transmission
of speech. To the best of our knowledge, glottal source estimation has not been explored before from coded telephone speech
due to known strict quality requirements of the GIF analysis.
Robust estimation of glottal source from coded speech has potential applications in speaker recognition, emotion recognition
and in biomedical applications such as detection and classification of neurodegenerative diseases.
Deep neural networks (DNNs) are widely used powerful
tools for finding nonlinear relations between input and output
features [9]. DNNs have been studied in a few recent investigations as an alternative to conventional GIF methods to compute
glottal source waveforms. DNNs were shown to provide significant improvement in glottal source estimation compared to
state-of-the-art methods [10][11][12]. In statistical parametric
speech synthesis [10][11][12], a DNN is used to create a mapping between acoustic speech features and time-domain glottal
flow waveform. In the study by Airaksinen et al. [13], a DNN
was utilized for estimating the glottal flow waveform by using
acoustic features extracted from speech corrupted by additive
noise. This study showed that the DNN was capable of generating noise robust estimates of the glottal flow signal. The
advantage of using DNN is that it can accurately predict the
glottal flow waveforms by using low level speech features. The
input speech features which include spectrum and fundamental
frequency can be easily and robustly extracted from speech.
This paper proposes a DNN-based glottal source estimation method that uses coded telephone speech as input. During
training, both coded and clean, high-quality versions of speech
are utilized. DNN is used to map the speech features extracted
from coded speech with the corresponding glottal flow waveforms extracted with a GIF method from clean speech. The
main contribution of the present work is the estimation of glottal source signal from coded telephone speech using a DNNbased approach, which has not been explored in previous studies. Background information about the inverse filtering method
is provided in Section 2. The proposed method is described
in detail in Section 3. The details about the speech database,
experimental setup and results are provided in Section 4. The

In speech analysis, the information about the glottal source
is obtained from speech by using glottal inverse filtering (GIF).
The accuracy of state-of-the-art GIF methods is sufficiently
high when the input speech signal is of high-quality (i.e., with
little noise or reverberation). However, in realistic conditions, particularly when GIF is computed from coded telephone
speech, the accuracy of GIF methods deteriorates severely. To
robustly estimate the glottal source under coded condition, a
deep neural network (DNN)-based method is proposed. The
proposed method utilizes a DNN to map the speech features
extracted from the coded speech to the glottal flow waveform
estimated from the corresponding clean speech. To generate
the coded telephone speech, adaptive multi-rate (AMR) codec
is utilized which is a widely used speech compression method.
The proposed glottal source estimation method is compared
with two existing GIF methods, closed phase covariance analysis (CP) and iterative adaptive inverse filtering (IAIF). The
results indicate that the proposed DNN-based method is capable of estimating glottal flow waveforms from coded telephone
speech with a considerably better accuracy in comparison to CP
and IAIF.
Index Terms: Glottal source estimation, glottal inverse filtering, deep neural network, telephone speech

1. Introduction
Glottal inverse filtering (GIF) is a method for estimating the
voice source or glottal source from a recorded microphone
speech signal. GIF methods assume the source-filter model
[1] for speech production. In this model, the source refers to
the voice source signal generated by quasi-periodic fluctuation
of the vocal folds. The filter refers to the time-varying digital filter formed by a particular shape of vocal tract system. In
GIF methods, the effects of the vocal tract formants are canceled by applying anti-resonances to the segment of recorded
speech. The estimation of the glottal source signal is crucial as
it carries important information related to type of phonation and
pitch which can be related to various paralinguistic cues such as
emotional state, individual speaker characteristics and possible
voice pathologies.
Several GIF methods have been developed in the past
decades and known examples are, for example, closed phase
covariance analysis (CP) [2], iterative adaptive inverse filtering (IAIF) [3] and complex cepstral decomposition (CCD) [4].
These methods have been typically used in ideal conditions
where speech recordings take place in an anechoic chamber and,
most importantly, the input signal is recorded with very good
audio quality (i.e., using a high-quality condenser microphone
of a flat amplitude response and linear phase) [5]. The accuracy
of GIF methods in more realistic scenarios, such as in noise or
when the input signal is distorted by quantization and band-pass
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Figure 1: (a) Clean speech, (b) glottal flow waveform estimated
from clean speech, (c) coded speech, and (d) glottal flow waveform estimated from coded speech.

summary of present work and discussion are given in Section 5.

2. Background
A new GIF method, Quasi-Closed Phase Analysis (QCP), was
recently proposed in [6] and compared with several known reference techniques. Experiments in [6] indicate that QCP can
be regarded as one of the most accurate GIF methods to estimate the glottal source from clean, high-quality speech signals.
The QCP method is based on the principles of the closed phase
analysis [2], which estimates the vocal tract transfer function
during the closed phase of the glottal cycle. In contrast to the CP
method, QCP does not compute the vocal tract response using
the covariance method from few samples located in the closed
phase. Instead, QCP creates a specific temporal weighting function, called the Attenuated Main Excitation (AME) function, using GCIs estimated from speech. The AME function is used to
attenuate the contribution of the (quasi-) open phase in the computation of the Weighted Linear Prediction (WLP) coefficients,
which results in good estimates of the vocal tract transfer function. Evaluation results in [6] show that the accuracy of QCP
is better than that of existing methods such as CP, CCD and
IAIF. However, QCP calls for conducting an additional parameter estimation (i.e., detection of GCIs) which makes the method
sensitive to noise and other distortions (e.g. audio degradation
caused by microphones of poor frequency responses).
Figure 1 demonstrates how using simulated telephone
transmission (i.e., band-pass filtering, low bit-rate coding, for
more details see Section 3) as a source of speech degradation
affects the glottal waveform estimated by GIF. The figure shows
the clean speech (Figure 1(a)), the glottal flow computed from
the clean speech by QCP (Figure 1(b)), the coded speech signal (Figure 1(c)) and the glottal flow computed from the coded
signal by QCP (Figure 1(d)). Coding corrupts the GIF input
by generating different types of amplitude and phase distortion and quantization noise. As a result of this, the shape of
the flow waveform estimated from the coded speech deviates
greatly from the corresponding, plausible-looking glottal waveform computed from the clean input.

training. In the training phase, the glottal flow waveform is estimated from the clean speech by using a GIF method. Simultaneously, speech parameters are extracted from the corresponding frames of the coded speech signal. The speech parameters
extracted from the coded speech and the reference glottal flow
waveforms obtained from the clean speech are mapped using a
DNN.
The block diagram of the proposed method is shown in Figure 2. First, a high quality multi-speaker speech database is considered for estimation of glottal flow waveforms. The amount
of data should be sufficient for training the DNN. Next, glottal
inverse filtering is applied to the clean speech to estimate the
glottal flow during the voiced segments of the signal. In the
current study, QCP is used for glottal inverse filtering. In order
to compute the AME function, GCIs are detected using the SEDREAMS method [14]. The glottal source is computed as the
derivative of the flow, decomposed into two-pitch-period long
segments, then windowed with the Hann window, normalized
in energy, and zero-padded to constant length.
In order to simulate telephone speech, utterances from the
database are coded using the adaptive multi-rate (AMR) codec
[15] which is a widely used speech compression method standardized by the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) [16]. AMR is a narrowband codec limiting the
signal frequency range to 300-3400Hz. The speech features extracted from the AMR-coded telephone speech are then mapped
via a DNN to the corresponding glottal flow segments estimated from the clean speech. The speech features considered
can in principle be any acoustic representations of speech. The
most commonly used speech features are the spectrum and fundamental frequency which both contain information about the
voice source.

Figure 2: Block diagram of the proposed DNN-based glottal
source estimation.
The DNN consists of an input layer, three hidden layers
and an output layer. The size of the input and output layers
depends on the dimension of the input feature vector and the
length of the glottal flow waveform. As 8 kHz sampling rate is
considered, the total length of the glottal flow segment is fixed
to 300 samples, resulting in 300 neurons in the output layer. The
number neurons in the three hidden layers are fixed to 250, 150
and 250. Sigmoid activation functions are used in the hidden
layers and linear activation functions in the output layer. The

3. Proposed method
To accurately estimate the glottal flow waveform from coded
speech, a data driven, DNN-based approach is proposed. This
approach utilizes both clean and coded versions of speech in
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network weights are initialized by random Gaussian numbers
with zero mean and standard deviation of 0.1. The network
is trained using back-propagation. The DNN code is obtained
from the GPU-based Theano software [17][18].
After the DNN training is converged, the DNN network can
be used to estimate the glottal flow from the coded speech data.
The same set of speech features which were used during training
are extracted from the coded speech signal, and the extracted
features are fed to the trained DNN, which finally outputs the
glottal flow estimate.

number of test utterances is considered. All speech utterances
(both training and test set) were sampled at 8 kHz. Before feature extraction and glottal inverse filtering, the polarity of each
of the utterance was checked and corrected if it was inverted to
ensure correct estimation of glottal flow waveform.
4.2. Experimental setup
The speech data for the DNN training (both clean and coded)
was analyzed using 30-ms frames at 15-ms intervals. Using the
QCP method, the frames obtained from the clean speech were
inverse filtered. From the clean speech data, a total of 54774
glottal flow waveforms were extracted. Corresponding to every
glottal flow waveform, the speech parameters were simultaneously extracted from the coded speech frame. The dataset containing pairs of glottal flow waveforms and speech parameters
were split into a training set consisting of 98% of the dataset,
and a validation set containing the remaining 2%. The speech
parameters considered in this study are fundamental frequency
(F0) and line spectral frequencies (LSFs). LSFs represent the
speech spectral information and the order of the LSF vector was
set to 24.
For comparing the proposed DNN-based inverse filtering,
two existing GIF methods, namely, CP [2] and IAIF [3] were
used. In the CP inverse filtering method [2], the vocal tract filter is estimated by performing linear prediction (LP) analysis
with the covariance criterion over the speech samples that are
present in the closed phase of the glottal excitation. In the IAIF
inverse filtering method [3], the contribution of the glottal flow
is estimated with a low-order LP analysis. IAIF employs an iterative analysis scheme to remove the tilting effect of the glottal
source from the speech spectrum. In QCP, CP and IAIF, inverse
filtering was performed with the order of LP analysis set to 12.
During evaluation, the speech parameters were computed
from the coded speech frames and fed into the DNN to obtain
the glottal flow estimate. Using the CP and IAIF methods, the
glottal flow estimates of the coded speech were obtained. In addition to this, the glottal flow estimates of the clean speech were
obtained using the QCP [6] method which is denoted as the
ground truth or reference estimate. The glottal flow estimates
of the coded speech obtained from the DNN-based system, CP
and IAIF were compared with the reference estimates.
The accuracy of the glottal flow estimation was measured
using two voice quality metrics. The first metric, normalized
amplitude quotient (NAQ) [19], is a widely used temporal voice
quality measure for the relative length of the glottal closing
phase. The second metric, H1H2 [20], was computed as the
magnitude difference between the first and the second harmonics. The H1H2 was used for quantifying the glottal source in
the spectral domain.

4. Experiments
The experiments conducted in this study evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed DNN-based approach and the existing inverse filtering methods under coded conditions. The accuracy
of the glottal flow estimates obtained under coded condition
is compared with the corresponding glottal flow estimates obtained under clean condition.
4.1. Speech data
In DNN training, a high-quality multi-speaker speech database
was used. The speech database was recorded from 5 male and 6
female speakers. The ages of the speakers ranged from 18 to 48
years. All speakers were equipped with a headset microphone
consisting of a unidirectional Sennheiser electret capsule. The
microphone signal was passed through a microphone preamplifier and a mixer to iRiver iHP-140 digital audio recorder.
The low-frequency phase distortion introduced by the digital
recorder was corrected by convolving the recorded signals with
the time-reversed version of the impulse response of the digital
recorder.
Every utterance in the database is a sustained long vowel.
Every speaker uttered 72 utterances, and thus the total number of utterances in the database is 792, comprising about 9.5
minutes of speech data. The utterances were recorded in an
anechoic chamber with minimum noise and reverberation. It
is worth emphasizing that in the context of glottal source analysis, considerably smaller volumes of speech data are needed
in DNN training than, for example, in speech recognition and
speech synthesis because of two reasons. The first reason is
that as two pitch period long glottal flow waveforms are used as
the output of DNN, a large number of glottal flow waveforms
can be extracted by using a small volume of speech data (e.g.
about 54000 glottal flow waveforms are obtained from 9.5 minutes of speech data). The second reason is that the glottal flow
to be estimated by the DNN is an elementary waveform, which
is formed at the level of glottis in the absence of vocal tract resonances. Therefore, a DNN can be trained more effectively to
predict the waveform of the glottal source in comparison to, for
example, the waveform of the speech pressure signal.
Test data consists of speech segments of the vowel [a] extracted from continuous speech. The data was recorded by asking 11 speakers (5 males, 6 females) to read three passages of
Finnish text describing past weather conditions. The text was
designed in order to have multiple long [a] vowels in contexts
where the vowel is surrounded by either an unvoiced fricative or
an unvoiced plosive. Hence, the vowel segments recorded were
well-suited for GIF. From each speaker, 8 instances of the vowel
[a] were extracted. A total of 40 utterances from male speakers
and 48 utterances from female speakers were used as the test
data. As the present work is the first and preliminary study on
glottal source estimation under coded condition, only a small

4.3. Results
NAQ and H1H2 values are computed from the reference estimates (the glottal flow estimates of the clean speech) and from
the glottal sources computed from coded speech using the proposed DNN-based system, CP and IAIF. NAQ and H1H2 values
obtained from every glottal flow estimate are averaged for every utterance of the test data. From every utterance, errors are
computed between the average NAQ and H1H2 values obtained
from the coded signal estimate and the reference estimate. Average error values obtained for male and female speakers are
shown in Table 1. From Table 1, it can be observed that the
DNN-based system has the lowest errors compared to CP and
IAIF. Further, the errors for the female speaker is observed to
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This paper proposes a DNN-based glottal source estimation
method from coded telephone speech. DNN is used to map
the speech features extracted from coded speech with the corresponding glottal flow waveforms extracted from clean speech.
For extracting the glottal flow waveforms from clean speech, the
QCP inverse filtering method is utilized. The proposed DNNbased glottal source estimation method was compared with two
existing GIF methods, CP and IAIF. Evaluation results showed
that the errors in two objective voice quality metrics, NAQ and
H1H2, were considerably lower for the proposed DNN-based
method compared to the two conventional GIF methods. The
errors in NAQ and H1H2 values were similar for male and female speakers which indicates that the proposed method performs equally well for both male and female speakers.
To the best of our knowledge, the current study is the first
investigation in which glottal inverse filtering analysis of the
voice source has been conduced from coded telephone speech.
Possible future works are as follows. The proposed method
should be evaluated with a larger test set by using also wideband
speech that has been coded, for example, with the AMR-WB
codec [21]. The proposed method can be utilized to extract glottal source-based features from telephone speech to be used in
front ends of several speech technology applications (e.g. automatic speech recognition, speaker recognition, emotion recognition, identification of neurodegenerative diseases etc.). To understand whether these source-based features improve the efficiency of the underlying application is the main area of our
future studies.
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Figure 3: (a) Glottal flow waveform obtained from clean speech
by using QCP. Glottal flow waveforms estimated from coded
speech by using (b) the proposed DNN-based system, (c) CP
and (d) IAIF.

be lower compared to the male speaker for all three methods. In
the DNN-based system, the difference in NAQ and H1H2 errors
for male and female speakers is very small, which indicates that
the proposed method performs consistently for male and female
speakers. In case of CP and IAIF, the difference in NAQ and
H1H2 errors for male and female speakers is relatively high.
The better performance of female speaker compared to male
speaker for the coded speech is contrary to the common behavior of GIF under clean condition. This is due to band-pass
nature of the coded speech, where the lower harmonic components are attenuated. The attenuation of the first harmonic
components can significantly degrade the performance of GIF
which mainly happens for male speakers, as they have lower
pitch ranges compared to female speakers.
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